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Molecular dynamics investigation of thickness effect on liquid films
Jian-Gang Weng, Seungho Park,a) Jennifer R. Lukes, and Chang-Lin Tienb)

Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of California, Berkeley, California 94720-1740

~Received 19 April 2000; accepted 14 July 2000!

This work applies the molecular dynamics simulation method to study a Lennard-Jones liquid thin
film suspended in the vapor and to explore the film thickness effect on its stability. For the accurate
estimation of local pressure distributions in the film, an improved method is proposed and used.
Simulation results indicate that profiles of the local surface tension distribution vary widely with
film thickness, while surface tension values and density profiles show little variation. As the film
gets thinner, the two liquid–vapor interfacial regions begin to overlap and liquid-phase molecules in
the center region of the film experience larger tension in the direction parallel to the film surface.
Such interface overlapping is believed to destabilize the film and the occurrence of film rupture
depends on the system temperature and the cross-sectional area of the computational domain.
© 2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!70138-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The liquid–vapor interface has been subject to extens
study for more than one century because of its critical
portance in many industrial applications such as pha
change heat transfer, spread wetting, and material proc
ing. The thickness of an interfacial region is in the nanome
range, making experimental studies of such a thin reg
extremely difficult. Although there exist a few experimen
works on the liquid–vapor interface,1 physical understanding
of interfacial phenomena still relies heavily on theoretic
analysis and numerical simulations. Molecular Dynam
~MD! simulation is one of the most effective tools to stu
interfacial phenomena since it can yield detailed informat
on the molecular structure of an interface if the appropri
intermolecular potential is given.

The past 10 years have seen a number of reported
simulations on three-dimensional planar liquid–vapor int
faces after the pioneering work by Chapelaet al.2 Specifi-
cally, Nijmeijer et al.3 and Daiguji and Hihara4 calculated
the local surface tension of a liquid film sandwiched by
vapor. Meckeet al.5 investigated the influence of the cut-o
radius on interfacial properties and proposed a new lo
range force correction method. Hwanget al.6 applied MD
simulations to observe the transient evolution of rupture p
cesses of a free liquid film and a film on a solid substra
Despite the increasing practical importance of thin liqu
films, however, the effect of liquid film thickness on interf
cial properties, such as density, surface tension, and l
pressures, has not been reported.

The object of this work, therefore, is to investigate t
film thickness effect on the liquid–vapor interface. The
terfacial property simulation techniques are very similar
those adopted in the previous MD studies3–5 except that an
improved method is developed in order to obtain a be
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estimation of the local surface tension profile across the fi
The film stability analysis then follows in which results fro
classical thermodynamic theory and MD simulation a
qualitatively compared. Both results indicate that the fi
thickness has a significant effect on film stability.

II. SIMULATION TECHNIQUE

This simulation uses the well-known Lennard-Jones~LJ!
12-6 potential, given as

f~r i j !54«@~s/r i j !
122~s/r i j !

6#. ~1!

For the ease of physical understanding, the LJ fluid is
sumed to be argon, and parameters for argon are liste
follows:7 the length parameters50.34 nm, the energy pa
rameter «51.67310221 J, and the molecular massm
56.63310226 kg. The cut-off radiusr c beyond which the
intermolecular interaction is neglected is 5.0s. Separate runs
with r c56.5s are carried out and the results in both surfa
tension values and local stress profiles~discussed in Sec. IV!
are very close to those withr c55.0s, which indicates that
the cut-off radius at 5.0s is large enough. The long-rang
force correction is not used in this preliminary study sin
the error introduced by neglecting long-range forces is ab
10% for this cut-off radius.5

The simulation domain is schematically shown in Fig.
with periodic boundary conditions applied in all three dire
tions. Simulation domain dimensions, system temperatu
T* , and initial film thicknessesLs* are listed in Table I to-
gether with simulation results of equilibrated film thickne
L f* and surface tensiong* . The equations of motion are
solved by using the ‘‘velocity Verlet’’ algorithm7 with a time
step of 5 fs, orDt* 52.33531023. Note that in this work,
all quantities with an asterisk, such asr* andg* , are non-
dimensionalized according tos, «, andm.

At the beginning of the simulation, a liquid sheet
initial thicknessLs* is placed at the center of the comput
tional domain and its two sides are filled with vapor mo
ecules. The initial density of the liquid sheet is 0.8, which

l

7 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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slightly higher than the experimental value of saturated b
liquid argon~e.g., 0.776 atT* 50.818).8 In contrast, the va-
por density, 0.008, is slightly lower than the experimen
saturated vapor argon density~0.009 25 at that temperature!.8

The vapor and liquid molecules have been equilibrated in
vidually for 80 000 time steps at the designed tempera
T* before they are put together into the computational
main. The computational domain is artificially divided in
many thin slabs in the direction normal to the film surface~z
direction! with the slab thicknessLsl* equal to 0.1. Time-
averaged values of the density and pressure in each sla
considered as local values. In the simulation, the equilib
tion period of 40 000 time steps, in which velocity rescali
is performed at each step, is to make sure that the syste
at the designed temperature, followed by a relaxation pe
of another 40 000 time steps. Then the production period
80 000 time steps starts, in which instantaneous values o
local density and stress are calculated at each time step
time-averaged values are obtained at the end of this per

III. DENSITY PROFILES AND SURFACE TENSION

It is of vital importance that the system be at equilibriu
before statistical values of the local density and pressure

FIG. 1. System configuration for a thin film in its vapor.

TABLE I. Simulation conditions and some simulation results. ‘‘–’’ ind
cates that film rupture occurs.

Label

Simulation conditions Film thickness

g*Lx* 3Ly* 3Lz* T* Ls* ~initial! L f* ~final!

S1 17.10317.10349.59 0.818 8.55 9.00 0.76
S2 17.10317.10347.88 0.818 6.84 7.19 0.80
S3 17.10317.10346.17 0.818 5.13 5.44 0.78
S4 17.10317.10345.74 0.818 4.70 5.03 0.78
S5 17.10317.10345.31 0.818 4.28 – –
H1 17.10317.10347.03 0.850 5.99 6.16 0.71
H2 17.10317.10346.17 0.850 5.13 – –
L1 20.26320.26346.17 0.818 5.13 5.43 0.76
L2 20.26320.26345.74 0.818 4.70 – –
Downloaded 04 Sep 2005 to 165.123.34.86. Redistribution subject to AIP
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taken. Due to current computation capacity limitations,
MD method cannot simulate a macroscopically long peri
Some criteria have to be chosen to determine whether
system is at equilibrium, but unfortunately, such choices
the literature are still arbitrary. Here, the system is cons
ered to be at equilibrium when the local temperature a
normal pressure in each slab are constant. During the
duction period, the kinetic energy of molecules in each s
is measured and the average values in each slab indicate
the temperature is almost the same throughout the sys
The mechanical equilibrium requirement that the norm
pressure in each slab should be uniform is also satisfied
will be discussed in the next section.

Simulated density profiles in cases~S1–S4! are shown in
Fig. 2, whereZ* 50 corresponds to the center of the film
The vapor densitiesrv* in these cases are about 0.01, and
liquid densities at the film centerr l* vary around 0.775, both
of which are close to their counterparts as the bulk satura
densities. The apparent film thickness is determined as
distance between the two equimolar dividing surfaces in
two interfacial regions. The equimolar dividing surface
defined as the surface on which the local density is 0.5(rv*
1r l* ). Simulation results of film thickness are shown
Table I as well as the corresponding surface tension val
In some runs~S5, H2, and L2!, film rupture occurs and loca
density profiles and surface tension values cannot be
mated.

The surface tension is calculated by the vir
expression5

g5
1

4A K (
i , j

r i j ,r c

S r i j 2
3zi j

2

r i j
Df8~r i j !L , ~2!

whereA5LxLy and the angle brackets refer to a time av
age. The intermolecular distance between two moleculei
and j is r i j and its components in each direction are deno
as xi j , yi j , andzi j , respectively. The derivative of LJ po
tential with respect tor i j is f8. Two conclusions can be
drawn from the comparison of surface tension values
Table I. One conclusion is that at the same temperature,
surface tension values vary only slightly with film thicknes
with an average value of 0.78 atT* 50.818 that is consisten
with the result in the previous work.5 The other is that the
average surface tension value is about 12% higher than

FIG. 2. Density profiles forLs* 58.55 ~S1!, Ls* 56.84 ~S2!, Ls* 55.13 ~S3!,
andLs* 54.70 ~S4! at T* 50.818.
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5919J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 14, 8 October 2000 Thickness effects on liquid film stability
experimental value~about 9.9 mN/m! for argon at that tem-
perature, corresponding to 0.69 in a nondimensional syste!.
There are several reasons for this deviation, such as neg
ing many-body interaction in the LJ potential, neglecting t
long-range force correction,5 and neglecting the finite siz
effect of the cross-sectional area in the computatio
domain.9

IV. LOCAL STRESS PROFILES

Local stress~also understood as local surface tension3,4!
is defined as the difference between the local normal
tangential pressure components. Nijmeijeret al.3 and Daiguji
and Hihara4 calculated the local stress distribution across
thin film. In their works, the local normal pressure comp
nentpN and tangential pressure componentpT are expressed
as

pN~k!5^n~k!&kBT2
1

Vsl
K (

i , j

k zi j
2

r i j
f8~r i j !L 5pN,K2pN,I ,

~3!

pT~k!5^n~k!&kBT2
1

Vsl
K (

i , j

k
1
2 ~xi j

2 1yi j
2 !

r i j
f8~r i j !L

5pT,K2pT,I , ~4!

wheren(k) is the number density in slabk, Vsl is the volume
of slab k (Vsl5LxLyLsl) and Lsl is the slab thickness. Th
first terms in Eqs.~3! and~4!, pN,K andpT,K , are the contri-
bution from kinetic motion of molecules, while the seco
terms,pN,I andpT,I , are the contribution from the intermo
lecular force. The summation( i , j

k runs over all particle pairs
( i , j ), of which at least one of the particles is situated in s
k. If only one particle is in slabk, half of the intermolecular
force contribution is given to slabk, while the total contri-
bution is given to slabk if both molecules are in that slab
The contribution of pair (i , j ) is zi j

2 f8(r i j )/r i j for pN and
(xi j

2 1yi j
2 )f8(r i j )/(2r i j ) for pT . The surface tension can b

expressed as

g5
1

2E0

Lz
~pN2pT!dz, ~5!

wherepN andpT refer to the local values. One can prove th
Eq. ~5! is just another form of Eq.~2!.

It should be noted that this is a simplified approach
calculate the local pressure components and is ado
mainly for computational efficiency.3,4 If detailed informa-
tion on local pressure components is needed, a more acc
method should be developed. According to Kirkwood a
Buff’s theory, the intermolecular force contribution to th
local normal pressure component is given as the sum o
the normal components of all the pair forces acting acros
surface element divided by the surface area.10 The same ar-
gument is applicable for the tangential pressure compon
In other words, an intermolecular force contributes to lo
pressure in each plane between the two molecules. Here
intermolecular force is assumed to act in a straight li
Since in MD simulation of local pressure in a planar inte
face, a volumetric average is preferred, as can been se
Downloaded 04 Sep 2005 to 165.123.34.86. Redistribution subject to AIP
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Eqs.~3! and ~4!, Kirkwood and Buff’s local pressure tenso
is averaged over a distanceLsl . All of these form the physi-
cal basis for an improved method to calculated local press
profiles. The whole procedure for the normal pressure co
ponent can be expressed as

pN,I~k!5
1

Lsl
E

slab_k

1

A (
i , j

~Fzi j!dz

5
1

Vsl
(
i , j

E
slab_k

Fzi jdz

5
1

Vsl
(
i , j

k
Fzi jLk,i j

5
1

Vsl
(
i , j

k
Fzi juzi j u f k,i j , ~6!

where Fzi j is the normal component of the intermolecul
force between moleculesi andj and the factorf k,i j is defined
as Lk,i j /uzi j u. The third step in the derivation is due to th
fact thatFzi jis constant along the line connecting molecu
i and j. The lengthLk,i j is defined as the size of the interv
in which Fzi j is effective in the slabk. For example, conside
the force between the pair~i, j! in Fig. 3. If neither molecules
is in a slab, such as slab 2,L2,i j 5Lsl ; if one molecule is in a
slab, such as slab 1,L1,i j 5L1; and if both molecules are in a
slab ~not shown in Fig. 3!, Lk,i j 5uzi j u.

According to this change, the pressure tensor is modi
as

pN~k!5^n~k!&kBT2
1

Vsl
K (

i , j

k S zi j
2

r i j
f8~r i j ! f k,i j D L , ~7!

pT~k!5^n~k!&kBT

2
1

Vsl
K (

i , j

k S 1
2 ~xi j

2 1yi j
2 !

r i j
f8~r i j ! f k,i j D L . ~8!

It should be noted that these two methods yield exac
the same value of surface tension,3,4 since after substituting
Eqs.~7! and ~8! to Eq. ~5! the integral off k,i j always gives
one. In the bulk liquid with uniform density, these two met
ods are expected to yield statistically the same results, to3,4

FIG. 3. Schematic pressure combination of the pairi, j.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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However, in an interfacial region, the local stress profi
calculated by these two methods are quite different. A
demonstration, Fig. 4 shows profiles of the normal press
component for case S1. It is found thatpN* calculated from
the simplified method has significant fluctuation across
interface while the fluctuation disappears in the improv
method. Although such fluctuation in the simplified meth
might be averaged out in a simulation with enough lo
time, it is quite clear that the improved method can ma
better estimation of the local pressure. As stated in the
vious section, the requirement of mechanical equilibrium
satisfied because the normal pressure does not change
nificantly.

Figure 5 plots profiles of local values of pressure co
ponentspN,I* , pT,I* , and stress (pN* 2pT* ) using both simpli-
fied and improved methods. It is found that although
surface tension values show little variation with the chan
of film thickness, the stress distributions are quite differe
When the film becomes thinner and thinner, the two int
faces start to interact with each other and the local stres
the center rises, which causes the center liquid to be un
the metastable condition.

V. FILM STABILITY

As the film thickness decreases further~S5!, film rupture
occurs. Figure 6 shows the initial and final position of m
ecules in the computational domain. From the snapsho

FIG. 4. Normal pressure components calculated from~a! the simplified
method and~b! the improved method atT* 50.818 andLs* 58.55.
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the final molecule position, it is obvious that the film h
broken. This indicates that at the given temperature and
main size, the liquid film with the equilibrium thicknessL f*
less than 5.03 is unstable.

Similarly, increasing the temperatureT* or cross-
sectional areaA (A5LxLy) will destabilize the film. As in-
dicated in Table I, whenT* increases to 0.85, the film that i
stable atT* 50.818 ~S3! becomes unstable~H2!; while as
Lx* andLy* increase from 17.1 to 20.26, the minimum stab
film thickness changes from 5.03~S4! to 5.43~L1!.

It should be emphasized that although a film is stable
the simulation period of 160 000 time steps~corresponding
to 800 ps!, that duration is still too short to guarantee again
the occurrence of film rupture at some later time. In th
sense, what is compared in this work is the ‘‘relative stab
ity’’ of the film within a very short period. According to the
three simulations above, the minimum thickness of the sta
film depends on both the computational domain size a
system temperature.

Classically, surface wave theory is applied to study
stability problem of liquid films and cylinders. Many macro
scopic models have been developed to study stability o
liquid film on a solid substrate11,12 and a similar model is
now proposed to study the free film stability. Consider t
most unstable case in which two synchronic one-dimensio
waves propagate along thex direction at each liquid–vapo
interface~the ‘‘squeezing’’ mode11!, as shown in Fig. 7. As-
sume the surface wave can be expressed as a sine wave
wavelengthl and amplitudeDL. The ‘‘average’’ film thick-
ness isL f . With the assumption that the curvature depe
dence of surface tension is neglected, the change in t
surface energy due to this wave is

DWs5
2g lv~DLp!2

l
. ~9!

Note the surface energy change is positive due to the
creased surface area. The volumetric energy density in
film can be written as12

Wvdw52
A

12pL f
2 , ~10!

where A is the Hamaker constant. The volumetric ener
change due to this wave is

DWv5lDL2S 2
A

2pL f
4D . ~11!

The volumetric energy change is negative becauseA is al-
ways positive for two identical media~vapor in this case!
interacting across another medium~liquid film!13. The Ha-
maker constant can be expressed as13

A5
3

4
kBTS «12«2

«11«2
D 2

1
3hne

16A2

~n1
22n2

2!2

~n1
21n2

2!3/2
, ~12!

where« ~it is different from the energy parameter in the L
potential! is the dielectric constant,n the refractive index,h
Planck’s constant,ve the main electronic absorption fre
quency, and the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the vapor
liquid, respectively. For the vapor phase,«1 andn1 are close
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 5. Profiles of inertial parts of lo-
cal normal pressurepN,I* ~j!, inertial
parts of local tangential pressurepT,I*
~d!, and local stresspN* 2pT* ~m!. The
left column is from the simplified
method and the right column is from
the modified method.
es

ul

om-

era-

m

to 1, while for the liquid phase, the liquid argon properti
are used and«2 andn2 are 1.4718 and 1.233 atT* 50.818
~or T599 K), respectively.14 Typically, ne is about 3
31015 s21 for various materials.13 From Eq.~12!, the Ha-
maker constantA at T* 50.818 is about 2.01310220 J.

The total energy change (DWs1DWn) should be posi-
tive for the film to be stable, that is, the wavelength sho
be smaller than the critical length,

l,lcr5L f
2A4p3g ln

A
, ~13!
Downloaded 04 Sep 2005 to 165.123.34.86. Redistribution subject to AIP
d

For L f55.03s ~S4! the critical wavelengthlcr is 47.8s. Due
to the periodic boundary condition assumption,Lx can be
understood as the longest wavelength allowed by the c
putation domain. According to this model, iflcr<Lx , a film
may become unstable. For the same film at a higher temp
ture, since the surface tensiong ln decreases andlcr becomes
smaller, the film will be less stable.

The simulation results in Table I show that, for a fil
with L f55.03s, Lx517.1s is the stable condition~S4!
while increasingLx to 20.52s destroys the film~L2!. This
seems to indicate that the value of the critical wavelengthlcr
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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5922 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 14, 8 October 2000 Weng et al.
is somewhere between 17.1s and 20.52s. There are severa
possible reasons for the difference between the results
dicted by the classical thermodynamic model and MD sim
lation. First, the definition of film thickness is highly am
biguous. The classical approach assumes a zero-thick
interface and a well-defined film thickness, while MD sho
that for a very thin film, the interface thickness is on t
same order as the ‘‘bulk’’ film thickness. Secondly, the cla
sical model treats one dimensional wave, while in this M
simulation, a wave in they direction also exists which ma
further destabilize the film. Thirdly, the main electronic a
sorption frequency is not an exact value.

In addition to the surface wave argument, it might a
be reasonable to assume that the film becomes unstabl
cause its center cannot sustain the large tensile stress
metastable state. For a film with the same thickness but

FIG. 6. Snapshot of~a! initial position of molecules~initial film thickness
Ls* 54.28! and ~b! final position of molecules after 160 000 steps.
Downloaded 04 Sep 2005 to 165.123.34.86. Redistribution subject to AIP
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ferent crosssectional area, the center liquid density and l
stress distribution are the same. But the perturbation~not
necessarily the surface wave! depends on the cross-section
area of the computational domain. The film with the larg
cross-sectional area is less stable due to the increased p
bation. Similarly, perturbation is intensified at higher tem
peratures, which explains why increasing temperature
destabilize the film.

When rupture occurs, the center liquid will release t
stress. It can be expected that if the liquid is under lar
stress~i.e., if the film is thinner!, the rupture rate will be
higher. However, the film thickness effect on the rupture r
has not been carefully investigated. The exact location wh
rupture initiates is also unknown.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This work studies the film thickness effect on interfac
properties. It is found that as the film thickness decreases
two interfacial regions begin to overlap, which increases
local stress at the center of the film. As the local stress
ceeds the maximum value, film rupture occurs. An improv
method is proposed and found to be able to yield a m
accurate profile of the normal pressure component, wh
indicates that it can obtain a better estimation on local str
as well. A macroscopic thermodynamic analysis is dev
oped to study stability of the free film. Since it is still que
tionable whether macroscopic theories can be directly
plied to such a thin film, the results between t
thermodynamic model and the MD simulation cannot
quantitatively compared.

It is also important to study the film stability of a film o
the solid substrate or a film between two solid plates, si
these two cases are frequently encountered in industrial
plications, such as spread wetting and phase-change coo
A detailed investigation on the local stress profile and fi
stability may reveal some new understanding on wetting
efficients and disjoining pressures.

FIG. 7. Perturbation of a free liquid film suspended in its vapor.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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